
 
MANDARIN ORIENTAL, PARIS LAUNCHES PARISIAN APARTMENT SUITE  

 

Hong Kong, 27 June 2019 -- Mandarin Oriental, Paris has launched its newest signature suite 

for guests seeking the exceptional. Providing 430 square-metres of pure elegance , The Parisian 

Apartment is one of the largest hotel suites in Paris. The whole-floor suite, complete with a 

Michelin-star dining experience and other delectable treats, can be booked from 15 June. 

 

Designed by French agency Gilles & Boissier as a large, chic, single-level Haussmann-style 

Paris residence, The Parisian Apartment includes four elegant bedrooms and bathrooms, an 

expansive reception area, bright dining room and fully equipped kitchen. Reflecting the Paris 

of today and tomorrow, the suite is decorated with works of art created by young artists from 

the city. Photographs reveal quintessential Paris with subtlety, and sculptures and paintings 

exemplify the painstaking, sophisticated artistry for which the city is known. 

 

The suite boasts a spectacular 230 square-metre terrace laid with Brazilian walnut, while red 

cedar embrasures within the apartment soften the distinction between indoor and outdoor 

spaces. Inspired by French gardens, design agency Christophe Gautrand & Associés has 

created several different environments on the terrace that can be adapted easily to changing 

desires and seasons thanks to mobile tree planters. The landscape designers have selected a 

wide variety of plants and trees, such as magnolia, Japanese maple, hornbeam, climbing 

hydrangea, fern and star jasmine, to create a lush, peaceful haven.  

 

Guests booking The Parisian Apartment will find a wide selection of welcome treats and drinks 

prepared to their taste and preference, presented with refinement in the suite’s amenities trunk 

created by Pinel & Pinel, the famous French luxury leather craft designer. Treats include 

‘Coeur de Paris’ tea, a distinctive blend of Oolong tea with rose petals from the Paris region, 

made exclusively for The Parisian Apartment and offered in a stylish hat box.   

 

A spectacular opportunity to enjoy the two-Michelin-star skills of Chef Thierry Marx in privacy 

is also available to guests who book The Parisian Apartment.  Using the suite’s kitchen, Chef 
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Marx will prepare a bespoke gourmet experience for up to eight people. Served in the suite’s 

dining room or on the private terrace, the exquisite menu will be paired with the finest Grands 

Crus selected by the hotel’s Chef Sommelier David Biraud, World Vice-Champion of 

Sommellerie. 

 

The ultimate starred chef gourmet experience package is available from 15 June 2019, subject 

to availability.  

 

Reservations for The Parisian Apartment suite can be made by contacting the reservations 

office at Mandarin Oriental, Paris on +33 1 7098 7333 /  mopar-reservations@mohg.com.  

 

About Gilles & Boissier 

Gilles & Boissier is an architecture, decoration and graphic design agency. It came to life in 

2004 from Dorothée Boissier and Patrick Gilles desire to put forth their vision and idea of space 

and the art of living. Their goal is to represent the art of living à la Française through an 

intricate and engaging creative collaboration, together, as a couple. 

 

About Christophe Gontrand & Associés 

From hotels or private gardens to public projects, the Christophe Gautrand & Associés agency 

offers its clients tailor-made solutions. Christophe Gautrand, the founder and landscape 

designer, brings above all his sensitivity to reveal a space and sublimate it. He works like an 

interior designer by proposing innovative solutions that he moves outside like the new 7th floor 

suites terraces or Thierry Marx's vegetable garden on the rooftop at Mandarin Oriental, Paris.  

 

About Mandarin Oriental, Paris 

Mandarin Oriental, Paris is a celebration of Paris today and tomorrow, inspired by fashion and 

artistic creativity and underpinned by the brand’s legendary service. This truly Parisian five 

star hotel provides an oasis of tranquillity and a cocoon of luxury.  The 96 chic and elegant 

rooms and 39 spacious suites offer guests an exceptionally stylish Parisian experience with 
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their nod to couture and unique art pieces. Located in the very heart of the city, the hotel’s best  

kept secret is its inner garden providing a sanctuary from the bustling city and a peaceful dining 

haven. A wide range of dining options are overseen by celebrated Chef Thierry Marx, including 

two-Michelin starred, fine-dining restaurant, Sur Mesure, all-day dining Camélia, a Cake Shop 

by Mandarin Oriental, a cool cocktail bar, as well as L’Honoré serving health conscious 

cuisine. Finally, the Spa at Mandarin Oriental offers unique wellness and relaxation 

experiences, in a soothing, contemporary environment, featuring luxurious private treatment 

rooms, an indoor pool and a state of the art fitness centre. Mandarin Oriental, Paris is the 

preferred choice of discerning travellers who believe they have found the city’s best kept secret 

address.   

 

About Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group 

Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group is the award-winning owner and operator of some of the 

world’s most luxurious hotels, resorts and residences. Having grown from its Asian roots into 

a global brand, the Group now operates 32 hotels and six residences in 23 countries and 

territories, with each property reflecting the Group’s oriental heritage and unique sense of 

place. Mandarin Oriental has a strong pipeline of hotels and residences under development, 

and is a member of the Jardine Matheson Group. 

 

Photography of Mandarin Oriental is available to download in the Photo Library of our Media 

section, at www.mandarinoriental.com.  Further information is also available on our Social 

Media channels.  
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For further information, please contact: 

Corporate Office   

Vanina Sommer (vsommer@mohg.com) 

Group Communications – South 

Europe, Middle East and Africa 

Tel: +33 (1) 70 98 70 50 

 

Mandarin Oriental, Paris  

Emilie Pichon (epichon@mohg.com)  

Director of Communication  

Tel +33 (1) 70 98 70 22  
 

Guillaume Chapalain (gchapalain@mohg.com) 

PR Manager 

Tel: + 33 (1) 70 98 70 56 
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